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BOOK 
SALE!  

Save up to 40% 
See back cover for  

more information

NEW PATTERN 
COLLECTIONS

10 luxurious, cabled 
sweaters
pages 2-5

Squishy, bulky knits
pages 26-30

NEW COLORS!  
Swish & Muse 
pages 6-7, 18-19

Featuring the 
Cartwheels Pullover 
{52926D}
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THESE PATTERNS WILL HOLD 
THE INTEREST OF ADVANCED 

KNITTERS AND ACT AS 
EXCELLENT LEVEL-UP SKILL 

BUILDERS FOR KNITTERS 
NEWER TO CABLES.
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A. MOSQUITO CREEK CARDIGAN {52925D} Knit in Twill. Yarn cost $129.90. 
B. DIAMONDS ARE FOR EVERYONE {52920D} Knit in Twill. Yarn cost $168.87.
C. OSHINKOSHIN PULLOVER {52924D} Knit in Swish. Yarn cost $77.87.

This collection of ten gender-neutral garments 
is everything a cable-loving knitter could hope 
for. Providing an extensive size range, most of 
these garments would be a great fit for any 
body, making this book perfect for extravagant 
gift-knitting options. With their variety 
of construction styles, shapes, and cable 
types, these patterns will hold the interest of 
advanced knitters and act as excellent level 
up skill builders for knitters newer to cables. 
Chalet is sure to keep your fingers busy and 
your body warm!

Printed Book {33862} $17.99 save 40% 
eBook {75367D} $14.99 
Individual Pattern Download $4.99

A
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Knit Picks brings you deeply heathered colors 
paired with tweedy earth-toned flecks for a 
perfectly timeless yarn. Choose rich browns and 
greys for iconic cabled sweaters, or go bold with 
a modern palette in simple stockinette. No matter 
your project, Wool of the Andes is our bestselling, 
tried and true wool yarn that never disappoints!

Worsted | 80% Peruvian Highland Wool, 20% Donegal Tweed. 
$4.99/50g skein - 110 yds. 

WOOL OF THE 
ANDES TWEED

A. CRISSCROSS PULLOVER {52919D} Knit in Swish. Yarn cost 
starts at $59.90. 
B. AXIOM SWEATER {52918D} Knit in Wool of the Andes.  
Yarn cost starts at $34.90.
C. MONTE RIO PULLOVER {52927D} Knit in Woodland Tweed. 
Yarn cost starts at $65.94.
D. CARTWHEELS SWEATER {52926D} Knit in Wool of the Andes. 
Yarn cost starts at $45.37.
E. DARA {52922D} Knit in Wool of the Andes Tweed. Yarn cost 
starts at $39.92
F. NORTH RIDGE PULLOVER {52928D} Knit in Wool of the Andes 
Tweed. Yarn cost starts at $58.37.
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Blossom Heather*  
28651

Honey 
26066

Wonderland Heather 
26067 Haze Heather* 

28647

Frosting* 
28658

Nutmeg Heather* 
28652

Squirrel Heather* 
24090

Pinecone Heather* 
28649

Loam Heather* 
28648

Black 
23876

Cobblestone Heather 
24661

Marble Heather 
25153

Dove Heather 
25631

White 
24662

Arctic* 
28656

Delft Heather 
24095

Dusk 
25150

Serene* 
28661

Bluebird* 
28660

Mimic* 
28659

Indigo Heather 
24097

Eggplant 
25152

Amethyst Heather 
25147

Throne* 
28662

Karma Heather* 
28650

Haystack Heather* 
28653

Green Tea Heather 
26070

Lost Lake Heather 
25146

Dublin 
23884

Peapod 
25139

Rainforest Heather 
25630

Estuary Heather* 
28655

Voyage Heather* 
28646

Marine Heather 
24094

Gulfstream 
25137

Electric Blue 
26645

Pucker  
26639

Crush*  
28657

Rose Heather*  
28654

Serrano  
24663

Hollyberry  
25148

Garnet Heather  
25149

Copper  
23882

Allspice  
24297

Clementine  
27226

Conch  
26068

Highlighter Yellow  
26646



Rhiannon 13958D.  
Yarn cost starts at 

$65.89.

Big Pretzel Coat 52760D. Yarn cost starts at $113.81.

SWISH
Merino at its best, Swish is the superwash yarn 
of knitters’ dreams! We love to use this springy, 
next-to-skin soft yarn for textured stitches, 
cables, and light colorwork projects. Whether 
you're making cozy afghans, cuddly sweaters, 
or even baby knits, Swish looks great after 
every wash and years of wear. The best part? 
It's machine washable too!

Available in three weights | 100% Peruvian Highland Wool.  
DK: $5.99/50g skein - 123 yds. Worsted: $5.99/50g skein -  
110 yds. Bulky: $10.99/100g hank - 137 yds. *new colors

Montage Pullover 52824D. Yarn cost starts at $53.91.

      NEW COLORS!
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100% Peruvian Highland Wool. $3.49/50g skein - 110 yds. 

Currant  
24647

Conch  
25973

Pampas Heather 
24074

Thyme  
24066 Ciel 25984

Garnet 
Heather 25633

Cherry Tomato   
28294

Cilantro Heather 
25635

Larch Heather  
25989

Arctic Pool  
Heather  
23894

Hollyberry  
23419

Solar Flare Heather  
28287

Bamboo Heather  
25991

Evergreen  
23427

Winter Night  
23422

Cranberry  
23425

Persimmon Heather 
24280

Fern  
23433

Aurora Heather 
25065 Celestial  

25652

Firecracker  
Heather  
23896

Brass Heather  
25638

Forest Heather  
23897

Shire Heather  
25988

Sapphire Heather 
23899

Red  
23764 Pumpkin  

23430
Everglade Heather 

25643

Noble Heather  
25990 Baltic Heather  

25648

Papaya 
Heather 25071 Caution  

24650
Grass  
23439

Spruce  
23421 Whirlpool  

25978

Dragonfruit   
28297

Crème Brûlèe  
25975

Peapod  
25983

Calypso Heather 
24653

Ocean   
28284

Pink Posy  
Heather  
25644

Cloud  
23432

Aloe Heather   
28291

Marina  
25074

Wonderland  
Heather  
25068

Blossom 
Heather 25067

Buttercup   
28281

Green Tea Heather 
24648

Tranquil  
25981

Fjord Heather  
25647
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Starling Heather   
28289

Haze Heather  
26158 Oyster Heather 

24649
Coal  

23420

Mineral 
Heather 
25636

Lullaby  
24274

Sprinkle Heather 
26159

Almond  
25072

Cobblestone  
Heather  
24283

Onyx 
Heather  
24076

Amethyst Heather 
23900

Indigo Heather 
25069

Camel Heather  
24075

Marble Heather 
25976

Icicle 
Heather  
25992

Magic   
28296

Claret Heather  
24071

Mink Heather  
24279

Silver  
25977

Opal 
Heather  
25645

Burdock Heather  
28288

Bramble Heather 
25073 Crane Heather   

28290

Jurassic   
28295

Columbine  
25646

Night Shade Heather  
28292

Grizzly Heather 
25641

Dove Heather  
24077

Midnight 
Heather 
25640

Hyacinth  
23442 Blackberry  

24273

Chocolate  
23774

White  
24065

Peacoat   
28282

Depths   
28283

Lava Heather  
25637

Chestnut  
23424

Clarity  
25632

Bittersweet  
Heather  
24652

Solstice Heather 
25066

Merlot Heather 
25634

Amber Heather 
23893

Lake Ice Heather 
23898

Penguin   
28286

Delft Heather  
25649 Bouquet Heather 

25639
Rooibos Heather 

25642
Gull   

28285
Mist  

23438

Designed for perfect sweaters, our classic worsted wool yarn is spun and plied carefully to achieve a balanced 
twist with plenty of lovely loft and drape. Ideal for everything from colorwork to cables, this tried-and-true yarn 
comes in plenty of colors and weights to choose from.

Poet   
28293
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Our wood knitting needles warm to your hands with every 

stitch, and our birch swifts turn smoothly from skein to skein. 

Our wood tools offer simplicity and timelessness.

WARMTH OF WOOD
Effortlessly classic, these wood tools and accessories bring 
an instant elegance to your space.

WOOD STORAGE BOX: 

Store your small woolens with ease! Perfect for socks, mittens, or yarn skeins!

CEDAR BOX - SMALL {82367}

INTRODUCING PUNCH NEEDLES! 

Try a new craft with these gorgeously crafted 

wood Oxford punch needles.

OXFORD PUNCH NEEDLES Available in 8 sizes. $39.00

BEE STITCH MARKERS 
{83866} $14.99. 

 SUNSTRUCK 
STRAIGHT NEEDLES 
starting at $4.69

SOCK STITCH MARKERS 
{83863} $14.99

SHEEP KNITTING NEEDLE GAUGE 
{84130} $14.00

KITCHENER MINI TOOL 
{83851} $8.99
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YARN SWIFT - 
BIRCH {82008} 
$49.99.

DID YOU KNOW: 
Birch wood is one of the most sustainable wood 

species. This makes our needles and yarn swifts 

an easy choice when adding to your accessory 

collection.

MAPLEWOOD YARN BOWL {83356} $19.99.

DARK BROWN MANGO WOOD YARN BOWL 
{83218} $19.99

BLACK MANGO WOOD YARN BOWL {83338} $19.99

 11



YOUR GUIDE TO WINDING YARN

WINDING BASICS

Yarn hanks need to be wound into cakes or balls before knitting or crocheting! A hank is a loop of yarn with two ends; 
if you knit directly from an opened hank, your yarn will become tangled. By winding a hank into a cake, you create a 
portable ball of yarn that is easy to work from and will not tangle. Use a Yarn Swift to hold hanks of yarn open and in 

place as you wind them into cakes using a Ball Winder.

PREMIUM WINDING STATION

Our Premium Winding Station is the go-to gift that  
keeps on gifting. This kit includes everything you need  
to wind up and organize skeins with ease, including a scale 
that makes it a snap to size up the yarn odds and ends that 
every fiber enthusiast has hiding in their stash. Kit includes 
Knit Picks Knitting Yarn Swift, Knit Picks Yarn Ball Winder,  
Knit Picks Maplewood Yarn Bowl, and Weigh'n Digital Scale.

82001 $131.97 $98.97 save 25%

YARN SWIFT - BIRCH
82008 - $49.99 save 23%

YARN SWIFT - ONYX
83651 - $59.99 save 25%
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STEP ONE
Secure swift and ball winder to table top or counter up to 1-1/2” thick with 
bottom clamp. Be sure there is enough clearance around the swift for the 
umbrella to fully open and spin freely.

STEP TWO
Untwist your yarn. It should come in a nicely twisted figure 8 hank, and 
when it is untwisted, it will look like a big loop of yarn. Drape the open hank 
over the closed swift and pull it lightly to hold it at the center of the ribs. 
Open the swift like an umbrella, pushing the runner up the center shaft until 
your loose yarn hank is held firmly around the swift.

STEP THREE
Holding the swift runner in place, slide the center clamp up and tighten it 
under the runner, securing the swift in the open position.

STEP FOUR
Make sure your yarn is not twisted anywhere around the swift. Cut the 
ties around the hank. Now find the end of the yarn and pull, and the swift 
should spin freely.

STEP FIVE
Thread yarn tail through the guide on your ball winder. Secure the thread by pressing the strand down 
into the notch at the top of the spindle. Turn the handle clockwise to wind your yarn into a cake around 
the spindle. Pro tip: For best winding, position your ball winder so that the metal guide is pointing directly toward the 
swift and not at an angle.

STEP SIX
Now your yarn is in a cake! You can either pull a 
tail from the outside or the inside of the skein. 
Pro tip: If you pull your tail from the inside of the cake, 
your strand is less likely to twist and your skein will not 
roll as you knit!



PREMIUM BLOCKING MATS 83786 - $34.99

KOOKABURRA DELICATE WOOL WASH 
Available in 2 sizes - $2.79-$11.99

EUCALAN WOOLWASH 16.9 OZ 
Available in 5 scents - $13.00

LACE BLOCKING WIRES 80589 - $15.99

T PINS 40 PACK 83845 - $4.99
T PINS 21 PACK 80634 - $2.99

SOAK WASH 12 OZ 
Available in 5 scents - $16.00

SOCK BLOCKERS Available in 3 sizes - $13.99

BLOCKING PINS 80590 - $3.74

QUICK 
BLOCKING 

BASICS
Blocking is an essential 

but often overlooked 
step in knitting. 

Once a project is off the 

needles, blocking is like 

waving a magic wand 

over your knitting to 

take your project from 

good to GREAT!



PREMIUM BLOCKING MATS
83786 - $34.99

Our premium mats are extra thick to make 
pinning your projects easier. One side features 
a textured surface, offering extra grip for easier 
shaping. The other side has a printed 1" grid to 
guarantee straight edges, square corners, and 

the correct size every time. Each set of nine 12" 
square mats comes in a clear, zippered carrying 
case with handles for easy storage and travel, 

and it also includes 100 T pins! 

PREMIUM BLOCKING MATS

- BLOCKING -
CONSIDERATIONS 

FOR CABLES
• Blocking allows your yarn 

to "bloom" (aka plump and 
soften) and stitches to smooth 
out for a uniform look.

• Treat your project gently, 
careful not to overstretch or 
flatten your plump cables. 

• Follow finished schematic or 
project dimensions in your 
pattern to get the size right.

• You can gently pinch or fluff 
cables up with your fingers 
while still damp to encourage 
them to stand proudly in your 
finished knit. 

• Blocking wires aren't just for 
lace! Use them for perfect 
edges and crisp lines for 
shawls, scarves, and hems!

Hover your phone over 
the QR code to learn 
more about blocking!

PAYNE'S HAT {52700D} Knit in Provincial Tweed. 
Yarn cost starts at $12.99.
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A. FOLDABLE SCISSORS 80626 - $4.49 |  
B. RETRACTABLE TAPE MEASURE 80582 - 
$1.99 | C. EMERGENCY FIX KEYCHAIN 80632 
- $1.99 | D. TINY STUFFED ALPACA - HAND 
PAINTED 84308 - $13.99 | E. SOCK BLOCKERS 
80586, 80587, 80588 - $13.99 | F. PHINNEY 
RIDGE SOCKS 52648D - yarn cost starts at 
$26.48 | G. KNIT PICKS ENAMEL STITCH 
MARKERS 83927 - $6.99 | H. YARN CUTTER 
80581 - $4.99 | 

TOOLS FOR THE 
PERFECT PAIR

Knitting socks has never been easier! Snag 
these handy tools to knit your socks in style.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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LAZY SATURDAY SOCKS 52681D. 
Knit in Gloss Fingering. Yarn cost starts at $15.98.

ALMOST ARGYLE SOCKS 50398D. 
Knit in Gloss Fingering. Yarn cost $11.98.

TELECOMMUTER SOCKS 52685D. 
Knit in Capretta Superwash. Yarn cost starts at $17.98.

CHANGE OF SCENERY SOCKS 52649D. 
Knit in Stroll Tonal. Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

BAKEWELL SOCKS 52394D. 
Knit in Hawthorne Kettle. Yarn cost starts at $27.98.

EASY REPEAT SOCKS 14792D. 
Knit in Hawthorne Kettle. Yarn cost $25.97.

LORENTZ SOCKS 14789D. 
Knit in Hawthorne Tonal. Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

SWIRL SAMPLER SOCKS 14795D. 
Knit in Hawthorne Tonal. Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

SOCKS FOR
- ALL SEASONS-

They're colorful, oh-so-useful, 
and the perfect treat for your 
feet—knit yourself a new pair in a 
fabulous color combo with these 
bestselling patterns.



SOCK YARN
Hand-painted by Japanese artisans, each skein of this gorgeous sock 
yarn is a carefully curated EXPLOSION of chromatic colors! 

Muse sock yarn is a soft blend of fibers, making this a yarn that is next-to-skin 

soft yet durable. Although designed as a sock yarn, Muse is also wonderful in 

shawls and lightweight cardigans as well! With machine washable convenience, 

Muse Sock Yarn makes it easy to enjoy a whole closet full of garments and 

accessories just bursting with color.

Now available in stunning bursts of speckled colorways, each skein is hand 

painted for maximum effect. Precise distribution of color minimizes the 

streaking and pooling you might see in other hand-painted yarns. 

Our team works hard to bring you unique custom 

colorways you won't find anywhere else. We love to 

mix and match between all of the colorways for truly 

unique and showstopping socks or accessories! 

Fingering | 75% Fine Superwash Merino Wool, 25% Nylon.  
$15.99/100g hank - 423 yds. 

18 | FREE SHIPPING ON US ORDERS OVER $65

NEW COLORS!
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Our favorite, hardwearing sock yarn is 

perfect for long-lasting projects that have all 

the bounce, cushion, and bright colors you 

need. Mix and match dye effects in projects 

for a huge range of color effects from fades 

and subtle tones to bold contrasts.

Fingering | 80% Fine Superwash Highland Wool, 20% Polyamide. 
$13.99/100g hank - 357 yds. 

HAWTHORNE
A classic high twist sock yarn in  
exquisite, hand-painted colors.
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TONAL
Subtle, shifting, hand-
painted colors make for rich 
and sophisticated garments 
and accessories.

Swirl Sampler Socks {14795D} 
Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

SPECKLE
Bright sprinklings bring 
unexpected pops of color 
to projects, especially 
when paired with other 
Hawthorne lines!

Ferox Socks {52652D}  
Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

MULTI
These hand-painted hues 
feature bold pops of color 
punctuating broad sweeps 
of vibrant tones. Perfect 
for stockinette and simple 
textures where pools of color 
can really shine.

Stockwell Socks {52665D}  
Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

KETTLE
Variations in tone add depth 
and a handcrafted touch, 
perfect for bold stitches like 
cables or lace.  

Serious Socks {52693D}  
Yarn cost starts at $27.98.

21
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STROLL TONAL  
& HAND PAINTED

A super-soft, affordable, machine washable 
treat for your feet! 

Warm, cushy, and versatile, this yarn is 

wonderful to have in your stash when sock 

inspiration strikes. Choose between Stroll 

Hand Painted's bold pops of color, Stroll 

Tonal's soft shifting shades, or mix and 

match colors from each for stunning fade 

or gradient projects. Not just for socks, 

Stroll is our go-to yarn for cozy accessories 

and lightweight sweaters that are next-to-

skin soft.

Fingering | 75% Fine Superwash Merino Wool, 25% Nylon.  
$13.99/100g hank - 462 yds. 

Shown top row, left to right: Heartfelt Tonal 27079, Guppy Tonal 
28266, Poppy Field Tonal 26593, Celery Seed Hand Painted 28273, 
Kiwi Tonal 28264, Fennel Tonal 28263, Hummingbird Hand Painted 
28274, Frolic Hand Painted 28276, and Gumball Hand Painted 
27071. Second row, left to right: Koi Pond Hand Painted 26736, 
Base Camp Hand Painted 28275, Eucalyptus Tonal 27067, Frozen 
Tonal 26597, Yeti Hand Painted 28280, Home Movie Hand Painted 
28279, Pluto Hand Painted 28278, Blue Yonder Tonal 24906, and 
Northern Lights Hand Painted 26733. Third row, left to right: Orbit 
Tonal 27060, Manatee Tonal 28265, Sashay Hand Painted 28271, 
Seashell Tonal 26592, Mix Tape Hand Painted 28277, Blue Violet 
Tonal 24907, Supernova Hand Painted 28272, Taffeta Hand Painted 
28270, Pink Moon Hand Painted 28269, and Pansy Tonal 26595. 
Bottom row, left to right: Raven Tonal 26749, Cordial Tonal 27064, 
Sangria Hand Painted 28268, Red Wing Blackbird Hand Painted 
27073, Pearlescent Tonal 25385, Thunderhead Tonal 25386, Train 
Station Tonal 26598, Inverness Tonal 26750, Walrus Hand Painted 
28267, and Knight Hand Painted 27808.
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*C33386*
33386

What has the brightest colors, the coolest e� ects, the softest hand, and still wears like 

iron? Sock yarn! Don’t hide your brightest and boldest yarn choices under shoes and 

pants; wear them proudly where everyone can see with these 14 colorful, wearable, 

and knittable shawls that bring sock yarn into the spotlight. With sock durability and 

convenience, Everyday Wraps are for more than just special occasions, fi lling even the little 

moments with a brilliant spectrum of color and comfort.

*C33409*
33409
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BLOCK PARTY: 
MODULAR BLANKETS

33830 - $17.99 
save 40% 

EVERYDAY WRAPS: COLORFUL 
KNITTED SHAWLS
33409 - $17.99  

save 40% 

SOCKTACULAR!: MIX & MATCH 
SOCKS FOR FANCY FEET

32674 - $5.99 
save 40% 

VIVID: A KNIT SHAWL 
COLLECTION

33800 - $17.99  
save 40% 

IT'S COZY SEASON
With the weather getting colder, it's time to grab a gorgeous 

book and get inspired to cast on the snuggliest sweater.
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*C33386*
33386

Set your toes to tapping with our latest collection of colorfully coordinated socks! You’ll fall 

in love with these (quantity) patterns, featuring classic cabled textures, DNA inspired lace 

patterns, and architecturally crafted masterpieces. Look no further, your solemate awaits!

*C33531*
33531
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Interlude
BY KNIT PICKS

SUNDAY MORNING: ROMANTIC 
KNIT GARMENTS
33175 - $11.99 

save 40% 

OUTRAGEOUS INSTEPS: A 
COLORFUL SOCK PATTERN 

COLLECTION
33689 - $17.99 

save 40% 

SPLENDID SOLES: COLORFULLY 
COORDINATED SOCK 

PATTERNS
33531 - $17.99 

save 40% 

BETTER TOGETHER: MARLED 
KNITS

33761 - $17.99  
save 40% 

ENCIRCLED: CIRCULAR YOKE 
SWEATERS

33324 - $17.99  
save 40% 

CADENCE: LUXE KNITS
33745 - $17.99  

save 40% 

TRANQUILITY: A KNIT PICKS HOME 
COLLECTION

33532 - $17.99 
save 40% 

INTERLUDE: COZY INDOOR KNITS
33577 - $17.99 

save 40% 

TUCKED IN: CHIC & COZY BLANKETS
32492 - $7.50 

save 50% 

BEST OF KNIT PICKS: 
ACCESSORIES

33746 - $17.99  
save 40% 

MOSAIC MEDLEY: SLIP-STITCH 
COLORWORK COLLECTION

33799 - $17.99  
save 40% 

BIG ART KNITS
32751 - $7.50  

save 50% 
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WINDFALL: BULKY KNITS FOR COZY DAYS
Did the chilly season hit you suddenly? Windfall is 
just what you need: a collection of knitting patterns 
in bulky weight yarns that will work up quickly and 
keep you warm! You’ll find seven accessories and five 
cuddly garments—in a variety of cozy yarns, mostly 
wools and wool blends, with a bit of alpaca for extra 
softness! So pick up those chunky-gauge needles, 
whip yourself up some snuggly new knits, and say so 
long to the winter chills.

Printed Book {33858} $17.99 save 40% 
eBook {75364D} $14.99 
Individual Pattern Download $4.99

A.

B.
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A. PAPER AIRPLANES PULLOVER {52892D} Knit in Wool of the Andes Bulky Superwash. Yarn cost starts at $53.94. B. WARM 
EMBRACE {52885D} Knit in Wool of the Andes Bulky. Yarn cost starts at $41.93. C. ELLERY CARDIGAN {52894D} Knit in 
Simply Wool. Yarn cost starts at $41.94. D. LILLABON BONNET {52891D} Knit in Simply Wool. Yarn cost starts at $11.98.

SIMPLY WOOL
Worsted & Bulky | 100% Eco Wool.  

$6.99/100g hank - Worsted: 218 yds, Bulky: 
193 yds. See p. 46-47 for more information.

WOOL OF THE 
ANDES BULKY

Bulky | 100% 
Peruvian Highland  
Wool. $5.99/100g 

hank - 137 yds.

C.

D.
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WONDERFLUFF
Effortlessly Cozy

Softer than a kitten, fluffier than a cloud, 

and light as a feather—Wonderfluff 

is a technological marvel! Silky baby 

alpaca and fleecy merino fibers are 

gently blown into a lightweight nylon 

mesh tube. The result is a yarn that's 

beautifully bulky yet lightweight and 

warm. Wonderfluff works with a wide 

range of needle sizes and the generous 

yardage allows for large, luxurious 

projects.

Bulky | 70% Baby Alpaca, 7% Merino Wool, 23% Nylon. $8.99/50g  
ball - 142 yds.

The loftiness of Wonderfluff is 

top notch and the squishiness 

is off the charts! With an added 

array of 18 candy coated jewel 

tones, this plush wonder is even 

more enticing.
See all 18 colors online at KnitPicks.com
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A. STEPOVER SCARF {52888D} Knit in Swish Bulky. Yarn cost starts at $43.96. B. SASQUATCH SWEATER {52882D} Knit in Swish Bulky. Yarn cost 
starts at $87.92. C. RIDGELINE HAT {52886D} Knit in Swish Bulky. Yarn cost starts at $10.99. D. BEGINNER BRIOCHE BEANIE {52890D} Knit in Swish 
Bulky. Yarn cost starts at $21.98. E. MESSY HAIR DON'T CARE {52887D} Knit in Biggo. Yarn cost starts at $9.99. F. ZIPPERED COWL {52884D} Knit in 
Mighty Stitch Bulky. Yarn cost starts at $9.98. 

A.

B.

C. D.
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SUPERIOR 
SQUISHABILITY
Swish Bulky is a celebration of everything 

quick, cozy, and comfortable. We reach 

for Swish when we're casting on for our 

next "I'm never taking this off!" sweater.

See all 14 colors online at KnitPicks.com & Swish Worsted on p. 6-7. 

E.

F.
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STROLL TWEED SOCK  YARN Barley Heather 28194, 
Flagstone Heather 26284, Earl Grey Heather 28193,  

and North Sea Heather 28190 - $6.49/50g skein

MEOW MEOW RING BOUND NOTEBOOK 84423 - $14.99 
LARGE ECLIPSE LAY-FLAT NOTEBOOK 84427 - $9.99*

CAT HALFMOON POUCH 84134 - $13.00*

KNIT PICKS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CASE - 

TIMBER 84278 - $14.99 | OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE 

CASPIAN KNITTING NEEDLE TIPS - starting at $5.99
MEOW MEOW KEYCHAIN 84411 - $11.99

CAT ENAMEL PIN 84417 - $7.99

ZIGGY SKETCHBOOK 84422 - $15.99
KNIT PICKS INTERCHANGEABLE  

NEEDLE CASE - GOLD 84279- $14.99

MAKE WEAR MEND GOLD 84193 - $7.99
SPARKLES THE KNITTING UNICORN  83625- $7.99

YARN HANK  84194- $7.99 | HANDMADE  84190- $7.99
MAKE WEAR MEND 84192- $7.99 | KITTY YARN BALL  

83626- $7.99 | I MADE THIS 84191- $7.99
CORRIE SWEATER 52477D - yarn cost starts at $38.87

GRAY DAYS GANSEY 52719D - yarn cost starts at $35.88

LLAMARAMA WATER BOTTLE 84419 - $27.99

QUEST
-for-

COLOR
From stash to storage, 
we love matching our 

projects to the rest of our 
gear. Currate your craft at 

KnitPicks.com!
*while supplies last



Keep track of your knitting progress with 
this sleek & chic compact journal! Part 
workbook, part reference guide, it's the 
journal no knitter should be without!

KNIT PICKS DELUXE KNITTING JOURNAL 33748 - 
$19.99 | CASPIAN OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE 
NEEDLE TIPS starting at $5.99/pair

KNITTER'S 
JOURNAL

Glossary of Common 
Stitches & Techniques

Project log Measurement Guide

BLUE KNITTER STICKY NOTE PAD 84977 - $2.09 | YETI STICKY NOTE PAD 
84975 - $2.09 | "DON'T FORGET" STICKY NOTE PAD 84976 - $2.09

LARGE ECLIPSE LAY-FLAT NOTEBOOK 84427 - $9.99 | LARGE ZEPHYR LAY-FLAT 
NOTEBOOK 84428 - $2.09 | TANGENT LAY-FLAT SMALL NOTEBOOK 84425 - $5.99 | 

ZEPHYR LAY-FLAT SMALL NOTEBOOK 84426 - $5.99*
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LEARN TO KNIT!

Simple and classic, learn the most basic 

knitting techniques while creating a set of 

dishcloths! 

Hover your phone camera over the QR code 

to watch our video tutorial!

The next step after dishcloths, perfect the 

knit stitch and learn to switch colors with 

this basic garter stitch scarf!

Hover your phone camera over the QR code 

to watch our video tutorial!

Learn to Knit: Dishcloths

Learn to Knit: Scarves

WATCH & LEARN

WATCH & LEARN

Learn to Knit Club: The Dishcloth Kit {42193} $16.99

Learn to Knit Club: The Scarf Kit {44460} $21.99
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Brand new to knitting? You've come to the right place! 
Our Learn to Knit kits and classes will take you through 
the whole process, step by step.

With enough yarn to complete up to 3 pairs  

of socks and our Socks for Everybody!  

pattern book as a guide, you'll be in good 

hands every step of the way. This is the 

perfect kit for anyone with zero sock knitting 

experience! 

Hover your phone camera over the QR code to watch our  

video tutorial!

The perfect project to learn how to knit, 

purl, and decrease! This project is knit 

flat and seamed, well within reach of 

novice knitters.

Hover your phone camera over the QR code 

to watch our video tutorial!

Learn to Knit: Socks

Learn to Knit: Hats

WATCH & LEARN

WATCH & LEARN

Learn to 
Knit Club: 
The Sock 

Kit {46748} 
$49.99

Learn to Knit Club: The Hat Kit {44463} $19.99
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FORM & FUNCTION: MODERN 
GANSEYS COLLECTION

33719 - $17.99 
save 40% 

DAPPER: MODERN EVERYDAY 
KNITS

33537 - $17.99  
save 40% 

PATHWAYS: TEXTURED KNITS 
COLLECTION

33851 - $17.99 
save 40% 

BEST OF KNIT PICKS: 
PULLOVERS & CARDIGANS

33701 - $20.99  
save 40% 

KNIT PICKS 
EXCLUSIVE BOOKS

Every collection is 
thoughtfully curated, 

designed, and tested for you!

For an error free knitting experience, every 
pattern is thoroughly tested, includes clear 

charts and detailed schematics, and our 
newer books have an in-depth glossary of 

terms and techniques.
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EVERYDAY RUSTIC: 
A TEXTURED TWEED 

COLLECTION
33708 - $17.99 

save 40% 

CUTE AND COZY 
STASHBUSTERS: STASHBUSTING 

ACCESSORIES
33542 - $17.99 

save 40% 

WINDWARD: CABLE 
COLLECTION

33386 - $17.99  
save 40% 

TWIST & TWEED PATTERN 
COLLECTION: 16 AUTUMNAL 

KNITS
33539 - $17.99  

save 40% 

SPLENDID SOLES: COLORFULLY 
COORDINATED SOCK PATTERNS

33531 - $17.99 
save 40% 

FLAUNT: EASY-TO-WEAR 
OVERSIZED ACCESSORIES

33540 - $17.99 
save 40% 

SPECTRUM: A COLORWORK 
COLLECTION IN PALETTE

33720 - $17.99  
save 40% 

CELTIC JOURNEY
32766 - $8.99*  

save 40% 
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YOUR GUIDE TO 
READING CHARTS

A chart is like a map that illustrates how a pattern will look 

when it is knit up! Whether you're new to charts or an old hand, 

we've got some handy tools and guidance for perfect projects.  

Remember every chart includes a legend or key to deciphering 

the different symbols in each chart. Stitch symbols are not 

universal! What represents a knit stitch in one chart could 

be a purl on another, so it's important to read your legend 

thoroughly in each pattern. 

Try using a magnetic chart keeper (80314 - $14.99) to track 
your progress and keep your pattern tidy as you work! 

One of the trickier aspects when you begin knitting from charts is keeping track of where you are. Here are a 

few suggestions to help you keep your place.

Make check marks along the 

side of the chart so you can 

tell at a glance which rows you 

have completed.

Use a highlighter to highlight 

the row you are on. This is 

a nice option because it’s 

transparent, so you can still see 

the overall pattern of the chart.

A Chart Keeper is portable and 

has a magnetic backboard to 

hold your pattern in place. As 

you knit, you block off the rows 

that you finish with additional 

magnets.

Use a sticky note to cover rows 

you’ve already completed and 

move it up as you go.

Decoding Charts

Tips and Tricks
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LEGEND

Cable 2 Over 2 Left (2/2 LC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in front; K2, K2 from CN

Cable 2 Over 2 Right (2/2 RC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in back; K2, K2 from CN

K
Knit stitch

6 5 4 3 2 1  
3
1

Many knitters find charts intimidating, but once you learn the language of charts, you may 
discover that reading charts is easier for you than following written instructions. Charts are a 
wonderful visual aid for those who get lost using written patterns. The majority of patterns 
for lace, colorwork, and cabled projects include a chart or two, so chart reading is a valuable 
skill for every knitter to possess.

If you are knitting a pattern in the 

round, you will read the chart from 

right to left on every round.  

For instance, on this cable chart, 

you’ll notice that all of the rounds 

are marked with numbers on the 

right-hand side. That indicates that 

you begin reading each round on 

the right-hand side. In this example, 

you start Round 1 by purling 2 stitches, then cable 2 over 2 stitches to 

the right (2/2 RC), then knit 2 stitches. In Round 2, you purl the first 2 

stitches then knit all the remaining 6 stitches of the chart.

When you knit a project flat, you knit back and forth, turning your work 

each time you finish a row. In this type of chart, you’ll notice that the 

numbers on the rows alternate between the left and right hand sides of 

the chart. This indicates that you begin with Row 1, on the “right” side of 

your work, and you read from right to left. After you finish Row 1 and turn 

your work, you begin reading the chart from the left-hand side, where the 

number “2” is. You work from the opposite side of the chart to compensate 

for the fact that you are now working the “wrong” side of your knitting.

Take note that the legend for the stitches is worded differently at this 

point. Since you’re working both the “right” side and the “wrong” side 

of your knitting, a symbol on the chart may have a different meaning 

depending on which row you are working across. For example, a blank box 

will be knitted on the “right” side (odd rows) and purled on the “wrong” 

side (even rows).

Some charts show all rows, like the first chart. Other charts only show the 

“right” side of a chart, like the second chart. This is usually because the 

“wrong” side is the same every time. For example, in many lace or cable 

patterns, all of the stitches on the “wrong” side are purled or follow other 

simple instructions. You can tell if the chart is omitting wrong-side rows 

because there will be text instructions for those rows, and the numbers on 

the side of the chart won’t be consecutive (note how this chart has only 

Rows 1 and 3).

Chart Reading in the Round

Chart Reading with Flat Knitting

LEGEND

P
Purl stitch

K
Knit stitch

Cable 2 Over 2 Left (2/2 LC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in front; K2, K2 from CN

Cable 2 Over 2 Right (2/2 RC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in back; K2, K2 from CN

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
4

2

 

3

1

LEGEND

P
RS: Purl stitch
WS: Knit stitch

K
RS: Knit stitch
WS: Purl stitch

Cable 2 Over 2 Left (2/2 LC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in front; K2, K2 from CN

Cable 2 Over 2 Right (2/2 RC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in back; K2, K2 from CN

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
4

2

 

3

1

LEGEND

P
RS: Purl stitch
WS: Knit stitch

K
RS: Knit stitch
WS: Purl stitch

Cable 2 Over 2 Left (2/2 LC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in front; K2, K2 from CN

Cable 2 Over 2 Right (2/2 RC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in back; K2, K2 from CN

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
4

2

 

3

1

LEGEND

P
Purl stitch

K
Knit stitch

Cable 2 Over 2 Left (2/2 LC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in front; K2, K2 from CN

Cable 2 Over 2 Right (2/2 RC)
Sl2 to CN, hold in back; K2, K2 from CN

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
4

2

 

3

1

ALL ROWS SHOWN

RIGHT SIDE ROWS SHOWN
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This six-ring binder has room for almost every knitting tool you could want to have on hand. With six page 
styles included, you'll have a solution for every tool: interchangeable needle tip pages hold 16 pairs of tips, 
DPN pages hold 12 sets of double pointed needles, and zippered fabric or vinyl pouches hold small tools 

and are available in two styles: single 8x6" or double 4x6" compartments. With an additional two gusseted 
pockets at the front and back, you'll always know where your tools are: right with you.

OPTIONS NEEDLE BINDER - $39.99 ROSE GOLD {84030}, SILVER {84031}, AND TEAL {84032}

OPTIONS REFILL PAGES - $4.99  
IC TIP REFILL PAGE {84068}, DPN REFILL PAGE 
{84069}, FULL FABRIC POUCH {84070},  HALF 
FABRIC POUCH {84071}, FULL VINYL POUCH 
{84072}, AND HALF VINYL POUCH {84073}

NEEDLE BINDER
Mix and Match Storage

For the lace knitter: Keep your small, fixed 
circular needles and delicate stitch markers 

tidy and organized.

For the sock knitter: DPNs are hard to keep 
track of! Keep them in pockets by size and use 

clear vinyl pockets to wrangle small tools.

For the master knitter: Keep all of your 
knitting tools in one spot with pockets for 

Interchangeable Needles, DPNs, small tools, 
and project components.

Pssst ... you can always buy extra pages!
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Add a touch of glam to your everyday needle storage! Our exclusive needle clutch easily holds a 
complete set of interchangeable needle tips, while three convenient pockets store folded patterns or 
small tools. Keep small tools in front zip for easy access. Lastly, each clutch features a sleek magnetic 

closure for a truly streamlined silhouette.  

OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CLUTCH $39.99 SILVER {84183}, ROSE GOLD {84184}

NEEDLE CLUTCH
Stylish Storage for Sets

Keep small 
tools easy to 

access with the 
front zipper.

Snug fabric pockets hold your 
precious needles tight.

Back pocket is the perfect size 
to stash your pattern!

Looking for a resilient fold-away place to keep 

your DPNs, crochet hooks, or other small tools 

organized? Our Knit Picks Needle Cases are practical, 

resilient, and stylish! A vinyl exterior makes it easy 

to clean while a cotton/poly interior features 10 slits 

per side, which can fit needles and hooks that are 

5" in length or shorter. $14.99

KNIT PICKS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CASE

GOLD 84279, TIMBER 84278, 
PLUM 84276, STONE 84280, 

and DARK ASH 84277 



WE’RE HERE TO HELP YOU DO 
WHAT YOU DO BEST: CREATE

Creating the best projects means not only having access to the best 
materials at the best prices, but the best tools as well.

Here at Knit Picks, we work with manufacturers and sell directly to you, 

offering great tools at amazing prices. And because we’re knitters too,  

we strive to bring you needles we’re as excited to use as we are to sell.

Interchangeable Circulars The foundation of the modern 
knitter’s toolbox. Detachable needle tips and cables 
interchange to form a wide range of gauges and lengths 
on demand.

Available in 7 colorways and 13 sizes | Shown left in Majestic, 
starts at $5.99.

Short Interchangeables 
Shorter tips and special 
length cables designed 
to make smaller 
circumference projects 
—like hats and sleeves—
easier to manage.

Available in 4 colorways and 
7 sizes | Shown in Foursquare, 
starts at $5.49.

Foursquare Tips They’re a little different and a lot of 
fun! We took the same smooth, laminated birch of our 
popular Majestic needles and squared them. The slightly 
rounded corners provide a comfortable extra grip for your 
fingers and yarn, helping to keep your hands limber and 
your stitches even. We love these needles for beginner or 
"tight" knitters as their unique shape helps keep stitches 
loose and even.

Shown below. Tips start at $4.99. Interchangeable set {91404} $55.99.
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DPN STRAIGHT AND 
FIXIES ON WHITE IN 

SUNSTRUCK/P CABLES

Straight Needles These ARE your grandmother’s needles. Elegant and simple, tried and true. 
For basic flat knitting, sometimes the classic methods are the best. 

Available in 3 colorways and 25 sizes | Shown in Sunstruck, starts at $4.69.

Double Pointed Needles Featuring tapered points at both ends for a classic solution to 
circular knitting and especially small circumferences, like socks. 

Available in 5 colorways and 35 sizes | Shown in Sunstruck, starts at $5.09.

Fixed Circulars These needle tips 
are permanently connected to 
cables of specific length, which is 
especially useful in smaller gauge 
projects that don’t accommodate 
Interchangeable needle 
construction.

Available in 5 colorways and 35 sizes | 
Shown in Sunstruck, starts at $5.89.
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WAVES 
OF COLOR

Whether you love the waves of color 
in our laminated birch needles or 

the slick surface of nickel, we have 
everything you need to knit happy!

With hundreds of variations at your 

fingertips, you can swiftly create the 

perfect needle for any project using 

our Options Interchangeable tips 

and cables. Buy pieces individually, 

or save when you purchase a full 

interchangeable set. 

Cocobolo Add an elegance to your needle 
collection with our Cocobolo Options 
Interchangeable needle tips. The rich, warm 
hardwood of our newest needle colorway pairs 
exquisitely with our black cables. This material 
makes superb knitting needles, providing a 
naturally warm hand, smooth surface, and 
exceptional strength. Equal parts magnificent 
and resilient, you'll be knitting in superior style 
for years to come!

Available in 13 sizes | Starts at $5.99.

If laminated birch needles are your style, 
we have 5 vibrant colorways to choose from. 
The smooth, burnished surface of our wood 
needles are perfectly balanced with just the 
right amount of grip, which works wonders for 
working with slick fibers like mohair, silk, and 
angora. Plus birch wood is one of the most 
sustainable wood species. This makes our 
needles an easy choice when adding to your 
tool collection!

Available in 5 colorways and 13 sizes | Shown, from top left: 
Sunstruck, and Caspian. Shown, from top right: Rainbow, 
Majestic, and Radiant, starts at $5.99.
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Our nickel-plated needles  
have a slick, glass-like surface which 
allows your stitches to move freely, 

while the hollow brass tube is extremely 
lightweight for hours of comfortable knitting. 

Available in 13 sizes | starts at $5.49.

Add a splash of color to your knitting with 
Prism Needles! Our lightweight aluminum  

needles feature the same sharp points, flexible 
cables, and smooth joins as our other Options 

Interchangeable needles. Aluminum metal warms 
to your hands as you knit, and the slick 

metal surface allows stitches to 
slide off with ease. 

Available in a complete set | {91461} $59.99
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WE'RE COMMITTED TO 
SUSTAINABLE YARNS DONE 
BEAUTIFULLY.
Starting in 2021, many of our beloved yarns are now 
OEKO-TEX certified.

Which means that these yarns are produced without any harmful 
chemicals or substances. Safe for babies and kinder to our 
environment, these yarns have been tested and certified at either  
a Standard 100 or Standard 200.

You can read more about OEKO-TEX certified yarns and definitions  
on our website: KnitPicks.com

Shown: Simply Wool and Simply Alpaca. Hover 
your phone over the QR code to shop our 
eco-friendly yarn lines.
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Catalog expires 2/15/21 | 1.800.574.1323  
customerservice@knitpicks.com 

M-F, 6am - 4pm PST

Did you know that our bare yarns are not only easy to dye at home, but 
many are now OEKO-TEX certified as well? Learn more and see the full 
range of 60+ bare blends online at www.KnitPicks.com/bare-dye-your-own. 

Looking for Dye 
tutorials? Use your 
phone to read Lee's 
blogpost about 
dyeing yarn using 
Kool Aid! 

PALETTE IS NOW  
OEKO-TEX CERTIFIED! 

Explore 150+ colors, perfect for 
fabulous Fair Isle projects.



PO Box 87760 
Vancouver, WA 98687-7760

1 (800) 574-1323 
Fax 1 (360) 260-8877 
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BOOK SALE
Save up to 40% on all 

books in stock

See over 500 titles online 
at KnitPicks.com/books

CATALOG EXPIRES FEBRUARY 15, 2021

SHOWN: 
Adventure Awaits {33576} $17.99 save 40%  

Simply Socks {33707} $17.99 save 40%  
Cable Couture {33539} $17.99 save 40%

 Interlude {33577} $17.99 save 40%.


